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ABSTRACT
Currently, the state of California has 1,332,405 students from grades k-12 who speak a
language other than English at home (Caledfacts, 2016). There are 99 different languages
accounted for, with Spanish being the number one language that California students speak at
home, with 1,107,214 (Caledfacts, 2016). When I started my first year teaching fifth grade with
95% of my students being English language learners (ELLs), I was surprised to see an
achievement gap of two to three years in my student’s reading and math skills. I found that my
student’s developmental language and math skills contributed to a lack of engagement during
math time. Upon further research, I found that these three factors play a role in the wide
achievement gaps between ELLs and Native English speakers: 1) developmental English
Language skills (Soto-Hinman, 2012) and 2) developmental math skills (Starkey, Aber, and
Johnston 2016), both of which result in 3) a lack of student engagement in math (Attard, 2014).
Now, students are not only asked to solve the problem but also explain how they solved it. This
is a challenging problem when it pertains to ELL students. Now, not only reading and writing is
difficult, but also math (Balfanz & Byrnes, 2006). The purpose of this project is to address the
language and math skills for fifth grade ELL students by providing an engaging curriculum. The
engaging curriculum emphasizes mastery of uses basic skills of multiplication to help address the
achievement gap in math. Language and math skills go hand in hand now that the new common
core state standards and eight mathematical practices have been developed (Henry, Nistor, &
Baltes, 2014). This field project is a multiplication review workbook for students which consists
of 39 pages with six engaging lessons. The workbook allows students to develop language skills
to help them understand the concept of multiplication. The workbook is comprised of six lessons
!v

that focus on the key components of multiplying: repeated addition, equal groups, make and
array, use a number line, 1 digit by 1 digit and 2 digit by 1 digit. Each lesson integrates an
overview of a vocabulary word which is the concept of the lesson. Students will be able to
practice their oral language development as they deepen their understanding of essential math
content.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
When I started my first year teaching fifth grade in Richmond, California in 2016,
I was surprised to see an achievement gap of two-three years in my student’s reading and math
skills. This automatically prompted me to try and make the content accessible. The content was
difficult to understand, and the curriculum did not provide all students with universal access
(DenBrok and Van Eerde, 2010). I found that my students’ developmental language and math
skills contributed to a lack of engagement during math time. I quickly realized that a significant
problem that is arising in public schools is the lack of engagement from students during math
instruction. These three factors play a role in the wide achievement gaps between ELL (English
Language Learners) and Native English speakers: 1) developmental English Language skills
(Soto-Hinman, 2012) and 2) developmental math skills (Starkey, Aber, & Johnston, 2016), both
of which result in 3) a lack of student engagement in math (Attard, 2014).
In 2016-2017, only 1% of my fifth grade class was reading on grade level. For math, only
10% of students knew how to multiply and divide. This year, 2017-2018, about 1% of my class is
reading on grade level (no change from last year’s cohort), and slightly more (15%) of my
students know how to multiply and divide. By fifth grade, students need to have already
mastered both skills. The goal is that all students need to be exiting out on a fifth grade reading
level.The specifics of the math goal is that all students exit fifth grade knowing their
multiplication facts 2-12 and division facts 2-12. Upon further research, I found that my students
are part of a larger statewide and national issue. (Henry, Nistor, & Baltes, 2014).
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In 2015, the Smarter Balanced Assessment Test (SBAC) was implemented in California
in order to create a common summative assessment across the United States. The way that the
SBAC is set up is that there are two parts that elementary students take: English Language Arts/
Literacy and Mathematics. The assessment is scored by using a four level scale to gauge how
well students mastered the Common Core State Standards: Levels 1 (did not meet standard), 2
( standard nearly met), 3 (standard met), and 4 (standard exceeded).
The English Language Arts/Literacy assessment is broken up into four sections: Reading,
Writing, Listening and Research/Inquiry. Reading is being evaluated by how well the students
understood stories and information that they read. Writing is being evaluated by how well the
students communicate in writing. Listening is being evaluated by how well the students can
understand spoken information. Research and Inquiry is being evaluated by how well the
students can find and present information about a topic.
According to the California Department of Education (2016), the California Assessment
of Student Performance and Progress (Smarter Balanced Assessment) indicated that overall 64%
of fourth grade and 64% of fifth grade ELLs did not meet the content standards in English
Language Arts/Literacy. This data reveal that fourth grade ELL students exit fourth grade
underprepared for fifth grade content, and this gap diminishes slightly yet persists after fifth
grade.
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Figure 1 Smarter Balanced Assessment: English Language Literacy

2016-2017 (Caledfacts,

2017)
This pattern is also evident in math test scores (Figure 1). The Mathematics assessment is
broken up into three sections: Concepts and Procedures, Problem Solving and Modeling and
Data Analysis, and Communicating Reasoning. Concepts and procedures is being evaluated by
how well students use mathematical rules and ideas. Problem solving and modeling and data
analysis is being evaluated by how well students can show and apply their problem solving
skills. Communicating reasoning is being evaluated by seeing how well students can think
logically in expressing their thoughts to solve a problem.
According to the California Department of Education (2016), the California Assessment
of Student Performance and Progress (Smarter Balanced Assessment) indicated that overall 50%
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of fourth grade and 70% of fifth grade ELLs did not meet the content standards in Mathematics
(Figure 2). This data reveals that there is a significant gap in fourth grade which continues to
grow by the end of fifth grade.

!
Figure 2 Smarter Balanced Assessment: Mathematics 2016-2017 (Caledfacts, 2017)
Due in part to developmental skills in English/Language Arts/Literacy and Math, many
students are not able to fully engage in grade-level curriculum, especially during math
instruction. In addition to the growing achievement gap, several additional factors influence
engagement: the classroom atmosphere, and student behavior (Dalton, 1951).
One important issue that impacts engagement is the classroom atmosphere. If students
feel like they are not welcomed or deemed a target then they don’t have a reason to try. The
expectations of them are low and thus creates a cycle of disengagement issues. To provide a
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positive learning environment teachers need to find ways to make learning fun and engaging.
Legally a math block is supposed to last an hour long in California and for some teachers it could
be a daunting task when students are not motivated; imagine how daunting it is for the students.
It is too simplistic to blame student behavior for the achievement gap. In fifth grade
students are required to be independent and take responsibility for their actions and their level of
engagement patterns start to arise. Engagement is reflected in student’s attitudes and behaviors
with respect to both the formal aspects of school and peer relationships (Rumberger, 2001).
Then, by seventh grade students who have been struggling since fifth grade will eventually
become overwhelmed and start to dislike school. Then by ninth grade is where most students
realize that school isn’t for them and start to work. By twelfth grade the students who have been
struggling but have made it to graduation do not want to continue school and prefer to work.
There are complex outside factors that impact students. We need to think of each student
as a whole child. There are three factors that can contribute to a child’s development of
behavioral engagement; the child, the classroom and the home. One of the main problems is
researchers say students could be having a hard time with math is due to behavioral engagement
(Mueller & Robinson, 2014). Behavioral engagement is crucial to a child’s academic success.
These three factors affect the child because they are interconnected and make the whole child.
The primary problems that this project addresses are: 1) developmental language skills, 2)
below-grade level math skills, and 3) the lack of engagement, specifically among English
language learners in a fifth grade classroom.
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of my project is to address the language and math skills for fifth grade ELL
students by providing an engaging curriculum. This engaging curriculum uses multiplication and
division to help address the achievement gap in math. Language and math skills go hand in hand
now that the new common core state standards and eight mathematical practices have been
developed (Henry, Nistor, & Baltes, 2014) Now students are not only asked to solve the problem
but also explain how they solved it. This is a leading problem when it pertains to ELL students.
Now, not only reading and writing is difficult but also math (Balfanz & Byrnes, 2006).
Language and math skills are very important components, and if the students get farther
behind, it will have long lasting effects (Huang, 2015). In fifth grade, students are required to use
their language skills, writing skills and knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division to solve problems (Marks, 2010). Every year the content builds off of each other and if
the problem isnt address in fifth grade then the problem will remain a cycle.
According to the 2016 yearly reports of the California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress for the English Language Arts/ Literacy assessment, 62% of sixth
grade ELL do not meet the standards on the SBAC and that is a 2% decrease from the 64% of
fifth grade ELL who did not meet the standards. Thus shows that if we intervene during fifth
grade and try to address the issue then students could have a possibility of understanding the
common core state standards.
My intended audience is students and teachers. The students can use the practice book
with the lessons. The teachers will have the handbook/ teacher's edition with an answer key. An
important aspect to note is that the practice book does not replace the math curriculum that they
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are using; it will only be used as supplemental resource. The teachers can decide if they want to
use it whole group, small groups or for remedial purposes. The workbook can also be used as a
supplement if the teacher does not like the math curriculum that their district adopted. Also, the
curriculum does not cover an entire year, it will only consist of one unit. The first unit consists of
six multiplication lessons.
My curriculum will address the three problems identified in the Statement of the Problem
section: 1) language skills, 2) math skills, and 3) lack of multicultural curricular resources. It will
be a supplemental resource that teachers can use in order to support students who are lacking
basic math skills. In doing so teachers will have the resource and tips in order to build concepts
and procedures. Students need to be able to explain their reasoning by practicing their oral
language development before they can even master math skills (Didis, Erbas, Cetinkaya,
Cakiroglu & Alacaci, 2016).
Oral language encompasses various skill sets including vocabulary, syntactic knowledge,
and narrative discourse processes and has an effect on reading achievement during both the early
stage of learning to decode words and the later stages of reading when the focus is on
comprehension (Cabell and Whorrall, 2016). When a student's oral language skills is high it will
help them with understand content. Student’s need to be exposed to high levels of language and
vocabulary in order to build their repertoire (City, 2014).

When students develop academic

vocabulary, it will assist them in reading comprehension skills thus transferring over to math
comprehension skills at the higher grades.
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this research project is Social Constructivism.
Social Constructivism was created by Vygotsky and is a student centered, instructor facilitated
instructional strategy where a small group of students are responsible for their own learning and
learning of the group (Vygotsky, 1978). In the small groups the students are focused on a subject
matter in order to solve a problem, achieve a goal or task together.
When children are developing there are outside factors that affect their learning. The
roles of culture, language, society and interaction are important in understanding how humans
learn. The most important aspect is culture. The people who surround students are the people that
they are going to learn from. This is why social constructivism fits with my field project
(Dastpak, Behjat and Taghinezhad, 2017).
Social constructivism is the foundation for cooperative learning (Bozkurt, 2017). This
was essential as I developed the field project. The instructional strategy that I used in my field
project to accommodate ELs is the five E’s system: engage, explore, explain, elaborate. This is
an instructional strategy that helps build conceptual understanding while promoting opportunities
for scaffolding (Gomez-Zwiep, Straits and Topps, 2016). The 5 E’s strategy is a five-step process
that provides students with differentiated instruction.

For each step students are provided

different ways to access the content. This creates movement and excitement in the classroom and
accommodates students learning styles (Powell and Kalina, 2010).
My project consists of a workbook where students are prompted to work with their
partner and work with their group to share ideas or solve a problem. I believe heavily in being
able to work with someone in order to develop further knowledge of a subject and especially for
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ELLs. ELLs need a lot of oral language development (Shabani, 2017). When they are allowed to
talk and formulate ideas out loud it promotes learning. This way students are able to exchange
ideas and learn something new from someone else other than the teacher.

Significance of the Project
The project is important because ELLs who are in the fifth grade and have low
language and/or math skills will only continue to fall more and more behind on the achievement
gap, especially if they are not engaged (Herrera and Chengfu, 2017).
My project will help address the achievement gap so that all students have universal
access to the content (Huang, 2015). When students have access to the content then it will
increase engagement. The short term goal is that it will ease the job of the teacher because the
teacher won't have to reteach a concept various times and get to more content before the SBAC.
The short term goal for the students is that they will be able to understand the content and have
fun learning. In the long term it will help them in sixth grade and beyond (Portes, 2009).
Students need to master how to multiply and divide because they need that foundation in
order to learn new skills (Baltaci, Yildiz, & Ozacakir, 2016). In fifth grade, students need to able
to master the content standards. The content standards are place value, multiplying 2 and 3 digit
numbers, divide 2 and 3 digit number, adding and subtracting decimals, multiplying and dividing
decimals, graphing, order of operations, adding and subtracting fractions, multiplying and
dividing fractions, converting measurements and finding the volume. If students are lacking the
foundation that they need to learn new skills, they will fall behind (Gibson, 2016). That is why it
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is important to review those skills so that the students are always practicing. Students need to
always practice and refreshen their skills because they can forget overtime.
High-poverty schools need strong instructional programs and intensive teacher support to
provide students with the opportunity to attend a high-gain classroom every year (Balfanz &
Byrnes, 2006). If teachers are not taking the time to craft their lessons to make sure they are
engaging and accessible then students will lose interest quickly. They will start to fall behind
because the content is not accessible and they don’t have the adequate support to help ELL. With
patience and guidance teachers can use my resource as a supplement to address student language
and math skills.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In the United States there are many languages spoken throughout the country (Caledfacts,
2016). This means that there will be ELL in our classrooms regularly. Teachers need to be able to
create access for ELL and be mindful of their teaching. Since the development of the common
core state standards, standardized assessments rely heavily on language skills which ELL are
struggling to accomplish. This then leads to a lack understanding content area subjects such as
math. In conclusion a lack of language skills and math skills creates a lack of engagement. The
issues needs to be addressed so that ELLs do not fall more behind in their academics. These three
factors play a role in the wide achievement gaps between ELL (English Language Learners) and
Native English speakers: 1) developmental English Language skills (Soto-Hinman, 2012) and 2)
developmental math skills (Starkey, Aber, & Johnston, 2016), both of which result in 3)
Engagement through Multicultural Education (Attard, 2014).

English Language Learners
As of right now the state of California has 1,332,405 students from grades k-12 that
speak a language other than English at home (Caledfacts, 2016). There are 99 different languages
that are accounted for, with Spanish being the number one language that the majority of our
students are speaking with 1,107,214 (Caledfacts, 2016). An ELL is a student whose home
language is labeled as a language other than English (Thompson, 2015). In order for a student to
shed the label of being an ELL, they have to go through a process known as reclassification. The
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reclassification process is a difficult journey, and teachers need to be ready to provide support
(Carlson & Knowles, 2016).
Reclassification is a process that was created in 1974 after the Supreme Court ruling of
Lau v. Nichols (Thompson, 2017). The case ruled that any child whose home language is a
language other English needs to be provided with services to help them achieve English
proficiency. Once the student enters school, he/she is required to take an ELP (English Language
Proficiency Assessment) to establish English fluency.The results of the ELP determine if the
student is considered an EL. The goal of the reclassification process is to measure if students
have reasonable English fluency to be successful in English language mainstream classrooms
(Mavrogordato & White, 2017).
Every year ELs are required to take an ELP assessment to assess their English
proficiency. In order to get students prepared for the ELP, districts are required to provide
Designated or Integrated English Language Development (ELD) instruction (Saunders,
Foorman, & Carlson, 2007). Designated ELD is a specific time during the day where teachers are
teaching ELD strategies. ELD strategies could include sheltered instruction or SDAIE. Integrated
ELD is when the teacher is providing ELD strategies throughout the day in content areas (Zhang,
2017).
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!
Figure 1 Relationships and Convergences Among the mathematics, Science, and ELA
Practices (Cheuk, 2013)
The Reclassification process varies from state to state or even district to district. Some
states or districts look at academic achievement, parent input or school personnel in addition to
see if the student qualifies to be reclassified (Thompson, 2017). Acquisition of oral language
proficiency tends to take at least 3 to 5 years but academic language proficiency tends to take at
least 4 to 7 years (Greenberg, 2015). In different states students tend to reclassify faster than
other because of the criteria. Most states rely on only the ELP assessment to measure English
proficiency and if they pass the exam then they are reclassified. Other states use the score of the
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ELP assessment and other criteria such as content area grades to judge if the student is ready to
be reclassified (Kim, Erekson, Bunten, & Hinchey, 2014).
The ELP assessment that has been used to measure students English level proficiency in
California is called the CELDT (California English Language Development Test). The CELDT
was first implemented in 2001, but as of 2018 will be replaced with the ELPAC (English
Language Proficiency Assessments for California). The CELDT is administered to students in
grades k-12 whose home language is another language other than English. The CELT measures
students skills in speaking, listening, reading and writing (Caledfacts, 2017).
The difference between the ELPAC and CELDT is that the ELPAC is aligned with the
new CA ELD standards (California English Language Development Standards) and the SBAC
yearly assessment. The CA ELD Standards were developed in 2012 following the
implementation of the new Common Core State Standards that were developed in 2010. The CA
ELD Standards are aligned with the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy to address English language
proficiency and literacy skills that ELLs need in key content areas: ELA, Math, History and
Science (CA Dept of Ed, 2014). ELs need instructional support in developing English Language
proficiency as they engage in learning academic content based on the rigorous CA CCSS
standards (DelliCarpini, 2009).
The reason behind the creation of CA CCSS standards is to ensure that all students
graduate from high school with the skills and knowledge to successfully succeed in college,
career and life regardless of where they live (Corestandards, 2017).

The standards are

interwoven throughout content areas to make sure that the standards are aligned (Figure 1). This
makes teaching easier for the teacher because you can use the same standards in different content
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areas and still be on target. Before the standards were isolated to only reading, math, history and
science but not the standards flow throughout.
The academic progress of students in the United States has been stagnant and our country
has lost ground to our international peers. One of the main subjects is math, where our students
are having the most difficulty (Kosko & Gao, 2017). Also, college remediation rates has been
high as well. One of the main reasons for our lack of preparation is the inconsistent learning
goals from state to state (Corestandards, 2016). Research has shown that the learning
expectations of students vary across states and the need for consistent learning goals across states
created the footwork for Common Core (Lee & Wu, 2017).
In 2009, the school chiefs and governors that compromise CCSSO and the NGA Center
coordinated a state led effort to develop the Common Core standards (Corestandards, 2016). The
development included input from teachers, school chiefs, and administrators to provide a clear
and consistent framework for educators. The standards were developed to pinpoint six main
ideas (Corestandards, 16).
1. Research and Evidence based
2. Clear, Understandable, and consistent
3. Aligned with college and career expectations
4. Based on rigorous content and application of knowledge through higher order
thinking skills
5. Built upon the strengths and lessons for current state standards
6. Informed by other top performing countries in order to prepare all students for
success in our global economy and society.
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ELs are in a bind more than ever to try and develop English Language proficiency with
new rigorous standards. They ways that educators can provide ELLs with access to content areas
is by proving ELD strategies (Johnson & Wells, 2017).

Math Skills
ELL students are now faced with new rigorous CCSS math standards and mathematical
practices (Akkus, 2016). There are practices in mathematics that strengthen and build upon
strong academic language skills.

The new CCSS math standards are aligned with the eight

mathematical practices, that were developed alongside the common state standards. ELLs are
faced with new math challenges as they try to develop English proficiency and academic content
(DiGisi & Fleming, 2006).
In order to help ELL’s develop conceptual understanding of math they need to be allowed
to discuss their thought process (Ardasheva, Howell, & Vidrio, 2016). An ELD strategy that can
be implemented is Accountable Talk. Accountable talk or spoken discourse is a structured,
dialogic, instructional method that is implemented in content areas (Michaels, O’Connor,
Williams Hall, & Resnick, 2010).
When teachers use accountable talk it will help students build conceptual understanding
(Ferris, 2014). Accountable talk is based on three principles: 1. Accountability to the learning
community. 2. Accountability to standards of reasoning 3. Accountability to knowledge. The
strategy helps the students build on their home language while learning how to utilize school
based discursive tools (Figure 2). The teacher needs to explicitly teach the students how to
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engagement in accountable talk. The teacher needs to be committed to promoting academically
productive talk (Huss, 2007).

!
Figure 2 Taxonomy of Accountable Talk Dimensions (Michaels, O’Connor & Resnick,
2008)
A second, yet equally effective instructional strategy that can be used to accommodate
ELs is the five E’s system (Burton & Campbell, 1998). This is an instructional strategy that helps
build conceptual understanding while promoting opportunities for scaffolding. The five E’s
system is a five-step process that provides students with differentiated instruction. For each step
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students are provided different ways to access the content. This creates movement and
excitement in the classroom and accommodates students learning styles (Zank, 2015).
The first “E” is Engage: it consists of a whole group activity to activate schema and
engage students in the focus of the topic, skill, concept or process to learn. Students are expected
to start thinking about the subject matter, raise questions in their minds, stimulate thinking, and
access prior knowledge (Sidney & Alibali, 2015). Teachers need to grab the student’s attention
and active prior knowledge so that the students are enthusiastic about the topic. The component
should stand alone so that it’s a reminder of the importance in learning and constructing meaning
(Eisenkraft, 2003).
The second “E” is Explore: this is where the students work independently, with a partner,
or in small groups participating in a shared experience to actively manipulate materials and
explore new topics. The explore phase of the learning cycle provides an opportunity for the
students to observe, record data, and organize their findings. The teacher can pose questions,
suggest approaches and provide feedback. Student’s will then develop confidence while they
have teacher and peer support (Sinclair, 2017).
The third “E” is Explain: students work independently, with a partner, or in a small group
to verbalize their understanding of the content. This is the teacher's time for direct instruction to
teach new concepts. The student’s will use this time to apply their knowledge to new domains
which may include new questions and hypotheses to explore. The students will get a third time to
review the information in order to practice and see where they need extra help alone.
The fourth “E” is Elaborate: this is where students practice the skills and extend their
thinking. The fifth “E” is Evaluate: this is where the teacher evaluates students understanding in
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order to scaffold. Teachers can use formative or summative evaluations to see which students
mastered the content. If teachers truly follow the learning cycle they will include aspects of the
questions on tests (Eisenkraft, 2003). The content

and style is not suppose to have new

information that the students haven’t seen. The content and style needs to be familiar so that the
students have universal access (Neufeld, 2006).
Access is also an issue because the math content is not accessible for ELL students to
grasp and understand (Chen & Chalhoub-Deville, 2016). The math curriculum is now aligned
with the common core standards and the eight mathematical practices. The new common core
state standards were created to prepare students for college and career readiness (Hefty, 2015).
The math common core state standards are broken up into five domains: Operations and
Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations in Base Ten, Number and Operations Fractions,
Measurement and Data and Geometry. The eight mathematical practices are MP1: Make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them. MP2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively. MP3:
Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. MP4: Model with mathematics.
MP5: Use tools strategically. MP6: Attend to precision. MP7: Look for and use of structure.
MP8: Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Being that the common core state standards and the mathematical practices are aligned to
promote college and career readiness the rigor is increased (Burns, 2013). This type of rigor
could be complicated and could be confusing to an ELL. Curriculum developers create
curriculum that will help promote higher-level thinking without taking into consideration the
lack of access for ELL. They assume that all fifth grade students are on grade level in all subjects
but that is not the case (Roberts & Borum, 2012). When we are dealing with a high level of ELLs
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and the fact that the United States is composed of different ethnicities and multiple languages are
spoken all over the country, one would think that developers would take it into consideration; but
they do not (Russell, 2013).
Engagement Through Multicultural Education
The first E in the 5 E’s strategy is Engagement. Engagement helps ELLs improve their
literacy and math skills; educators need to incorporate multicultural education into the
classroom. A major goal of multicultural education is to reform schools so that students from
diverse racial, ethnic, and social- class groups will experience educational equality (Banks,
2011). Teachers then should build a positive classroom atmosphere that are based by student
centered activities. These types of activities where students are in charge will increase their
motivation and interest to content areas (Knassmuller, 2016).
School curriculum usually reflects the voice of one dominant culture. In other words,
school curriculum is ethnocentric (Souto-Manning, 2010). Many minority ethnic students
struggle because of this discrepancy. The students do not see any similarity of the school
curriculum with their own environment; they feel they don’t belong, which causes a drop out
trend for thousands of different culture students or language minority students. In this case,
schools are failing their students (Alivernini & Lucidi, 2011).
A multicultural education program is any form of education that incorporates the history,
texts, values and beliefs of different ethnic backgrounds (Ramsey, 2008). It is meant to show
equality in the classroom for all students regardless of the color of their skin, race, sexual
orientation, disabilities, religion or class. It is also meant to be student centered, and the aim of
the curriculum is to reflect the experience of all students to provide students with critical
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understanding. Multicultural education is a movement designed to empower students to become
caring, knowledgeable and active citizens in their communities and the world (Banks, 1993).
The United States is sometimes referred to as the “melting pot” because it is a culturally,
ethnically, and racially diverse country (Alba, 2000). Now, America’s new and growing
multicultural population provides the move towards multicultural education. Multicultural
education programs have a primary objective—curriculum elements for cultural minority groups
in the classroom are used to enhance the knowledge the students have in these groups (Forrest,
Lean & Dunn, 2017). This includes, for example, focusing on heroes, holidays, foods, and other
discrete cultural elements. There are four levels of integration of ethnic content into the
curriculum (Banks, 1993):
•

Level 1- Contribution: Focus on different cultural elements

•

Level 2- Additive: Add a unit or course on a particular ethnic group with no change to the
basic curriculum

•

Level 3- Transformation: infuse various perspectives from various groups to extend
student’s understanding

•

Level 4- Decision Making and social action: all the elements of the transformation
approach and help students to develop a vision of a better society.
Multicultural programs hope to produce student growth (e.g., academic achievement,

student’s engagement, etc.) and teachers work to cultivate the student’s deep level of
understanding regarding who they are and where they came (Cho, 2017). Educators should be
able to connect education to the lived experience for all students, including ethnic minority
students (Hanson, Bangert, & Ruff, 2017).
The purpose of multicultural education is not to divide students by race, but serves to
help students come to know who they are and their historical roots (Sultanova, 2017). Ethnic
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minority students are too often not receiving an education that reflects their lived realities
because education in American system focuses on a European historical perspective (Malazonia,
Maglakelidze, & Chiabrishvilli, 2017). Multicultural education curriculums would broaden
programs scope to account for every student and thus the true American history. These
curriculums include programs of social action are aimed particularly at reducing ethnic tensions
in the classroom, while promoting minority access to education (Sugimura, 2015). School
desegregation and all efforts designed to improve the social environment are additional examples
of actions under the umbrella of multicultural education programs.
A multicultural classroom consists of caring and unity. The basis foundation is that
students are given opportunities to learn about and study different cultures. A multicultural
curriculum is aligned with the classroom text in order to give students different perspectives
towards their learning (Sarraj, Bene, Li, & Burley, 2015). Traditional European American
centered curriculum excludes not only people of color but also the majority of white people.
With active participation through role-plays, simulations and hands-on activities students will
learn to appreciate others that are different from them. Students will learn through their own
experiences, that people’s actions can help make a difference (Kolano, Davila, Lachance, &
Coffey, 2016).
Summary
The review of the literature outlines the following sections: English Language Learners, Math
Skills, and Engagement through Multicultural Education. The population of ELLs is growing
rapidly in the United States. Teachers need to be prepared to teach ELLs how to develop their
language skills in order to provide them with equitable access in the time of CCSS standards and
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SBAC testing. In order to provide ELLs with equitable access teachers can use the 5 E strategy
to help build conceptual understanding in developing a foundation in multiplication. The strategy
will provide ELLs opportunities to discuss and share their ideas with their peers in a fun and
engaging way. In order for ELLs to have fun and be engaged during math time they need to feel
welcomed and comfortable. Building a classroom around multicultural education will help ELLs
feel like they are in a safe environment with no judgment and security.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Brief Description of the Project
My experience as a fifth grade teacher and my research allowed me to create a
multiplication review workbook specifically designed for ELLs. When I started my first year
teaching fifth grade in Richmond, California in 2016, I was surprised to see an achievement gap
of two-three years in my student’s reading and math skills. This automatically prompted me to
try and make the content accessible. The content was too hard and the curriculum did not provide
all students with universal access (DenBrok and Van Eerde, 2010). I found that my students’
developmental language and math skills contributed to a lack of engagement during math time. I
quickly realized that a significant problem that is arising in public schools is the lack of
engagement from students during math instruction. These three factors play a role in the wide
achievement gaps between ELL (English Language Learners) and Native English speakers: 1)
developmental English Language skills (Soto-Hinman, 2012) and 2) developmental math skills
(Starkey, Aber, and Johnston 2016), both of which result in 3) a lack of student engagement in
math (Attard, 2014).
As of right now, the state of California has 1,332,405 students from grades k-12 that
speak a language other than English at home (Caledfacts, 2016). There are 99 different languages
that are accounted for, with Spanish being the number one language that the majority of our
students are speaking with 1,107,214 (Caledfacts, 2016). An ELL is a student whose home
language is labeled as a language other than English (Thompson, 2015). In order for a student to
shed the label of being an ELL they have to go through a process known as reclassification. The
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reclassification process is a difficult journey and teachers need to be ready to provide support
(Carlson & Knowles, 2016).
ELL students are now faced with new rigorous CCSS math standards and mathematical
practices (Akkus, 2016). There are practices in mathematics that strengthen and build upon
strong academic language skills.

The new CCSS math standards are aligned with the eight

mathematical practices, which were developed alongside the common state standards. ELLs are
faced with new math challenges as they try to develop English proficiency and academic content
(DiGisi & Fleming, 2006).
Engagement helps ELLs improve their literacy and math skills; educators need to
incorporate multicultural education into the classroom. A major goal of multicultural education is
to reform the schools so that students from diverse racial, ethnic, and social- class groups will
experience educational equality (Banks, 2011). Teachers then should build a positive classroom
atmosphere that is based by student-centered activities. These types of activities where students
are in charge will increase their motivation and interest to content areas (Knassmuller, 2016).
The purpose of my project is to address the language and math skills for fifth grade ELL
students by providing an engaging curriculum. This engaging curriculum uses multiplication and
division to help address the achievement gap in math. Language and math skills go hand in hand
now that the new common core state standards and eight mathematical practices have been
developed (Henry, Nistor, & Baltes, 2014).

Now students are not only asked to solve the

problem but also explain how they solved it. This is a leading problem when it pertains to ELL
students. Now not only reading and writing is difficult but also math (Balfanz & Byrnes, 2006).
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Language and math skills are important components, and if students get farther behind,
there will be long-lasting effects (Huang, 2015). In fifth grade, students are required to use their
language skills, writing skills and knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
to solve problems (Marks, 2010). Every year, the content builds off of each other and if the
problem is not fully addressed in fifth grade, then the problem will remain a cycle.
My project is a workbook for ELL students, which consists of 39 pages with six engaging
lessons. The multiplication review workbook allows students to develop language skills to help
them understand the concept of multiplication. The workbook is comprised of six lessons that
focus on the key components of multiplying: repeated addition, equal groups, make and array,
use a number line, 1 digit by 1 digit and 2 digit by 1 digit. In each lesson, I give an overview of
the vocabulary word, which is the concept of the lesson. Then I have a Vocabulary Quad where
the students need to find the definition of their vocabulary word, draw an image, a synonym and
write a sentence. This is so that the students are familiar with the vocabulary and build their tier
three academic vocabulary. Then, I implemented an ELD strategy “Turn and Talk” that prompts
the students to turn and talk to their partner. This is so that the students are using their oral
language to communicate and share their ideas. Also, the students are prompted to work with
their group using Kagan’s cooperative learning strategy “Numbered Heads Together.”
Development of the Project
The development of the project started when I became interested in integrating an
instructional strategy that I learned in my final student teaching: The 5 E’s strategy. My final
student teaching was in a third grade Spanish dual immersion classroom. The school was a title
one public school and the population was 80% Hispanic and 3% African American, 11% Asian
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American, 1 % two or more races and 5% Caucasian. The school was starting to integrate new
math strategies in order to help students pass the SBAC. I went to a math workshop with my
master teacher, and we were taught the 5 E’s strategy: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and
Evaluate.
At first my master teacher and I were a little hesitant to start the process because neither
of us had any experience with the strategy. My master teacher and I decided that I would teach
math and she would teach reading. At that moment I was willing to try this new strategy; I was
not afraid to jump into a pool of the unknown. I just went for it, not knowing what would happen
next.
The following week I started implementing the strategy into my daily lessons. It was a
major shift from what we were doing beforehand. Before, we used direct instruction and as a
class with would go through the lesson. The lessons sometimes felt dry and boring, especially
when there was no peer or group collaboration. The students were bored and not interested in
learning math. Once I started to use the 5 E’s strategy, the climate of the class changed during
math time; instead of being drab and boring, it instantaneously became joyful and an exciting
environment.
I saw the affects of the 5 E strategy and realized that it would be a great strategy to use
with ELL. Over the period of two months the student’s attitudes towards math changed and it
became a fun experience. That is what I really liked about the strategy was that it fun for the
students, even the ones who were struggling. The strategy had multiple aspects where every
student had access to the content in one-way or another. It also taps into multiple intelligences
because the students can either work by themselves, with a partner, as a class and also as a group.
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I really enjoyed using the strategy during my final student teaching and decided that I
would use it with my own classroom in the future. This year, I have my own fifth grade class. I
work with 70% ELL with demographics ranging from Latinos, Africans Americans and Asian
Americans. My school is a title one school, which means that 99% of the students are living
below poverty. The community is heavy with crime, drugs and violence. Most of the students
are worried about what and when they are going to eat rather than learning when they come to
school.
Children in some low socioeconomic areas have to deal with violence in their
neighborhoods and the feeling of insecurity. The one thing that they should feel at school is
safety. If students have problems in their community it can have a heavy impact on their life.
Students will have other things on their mind then worrying about school. Social and emotional
health needs to be addressed in some form and it is a contributing factor to student’s academic
success (Gastic & Johnson, 2015).
The project was based off of research and my personal teaching experience in a fifth
grade classroom with 70% of the students being an ELL. I saw that the students were struggling
with language skills, which affected their math skills and affected their overall engagement in
school. I saw this as being the three core reasons why ELL are struggling with basic math skills.
The concept of creating a multiplication review workbook is for students who are struggling with
basic multiplication skills, so that they do not continue to fall behind in their academics in the
future.
The concept of making a multiplication review workbook for fifth graders is due to the
difficulties that my students endured during math. I did some reflection during my summer break
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and I realized that my students had such a difficult time in math because they were not fluent in
their basic math facts of multiplying and dividing.
The way I reviewed multiplication and division math facts with my students was by
giving them a five minute timed test daily. I saw growth and improvement in all of my students
by the end of the year, with 90% of my class being proficient in multiplication and division. I
noted that the technique worked and my students were excited on how much they had grown; but
the question was did my students understand the concept? I soon realized that I was having the
students practice remembering the facts by rote memory without teaching them the conceptual
understanding of multiplying and dividing.
This led me to the process of creating this field project. Through this process, I
researched the math curriculum that I currently use, resources from teacherspayteachers.com and
pinterest.com. I had to look at a lot of examples in order to get an idea of how I wanted my
workbook to look it. I used websites like teacherspayteachers.com because the website is a place
where to find an abundance of resources for content. I use that website regularly to look for
resources, and I wanted to see if someone else had created a multiplication resource for ELL who
needed extra support in multiplication. There were many resources related to multiplication
introductions and reviews but not specifically tailored to ELL. Since I knew that it was
something that did not exist, I decided to create my own. What I did take from the resources that
I found were inspirations and the lesson topics. Once I organized my outline of how I wanted the
workbook to look like, I was ready to start creating.
The program that I used to create my workbook was Microsoft Word. I was familiar with
creating workbooks with Word because I had done other projects in my other TESOL classes.
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Those classes prepared me for this workbook because I had previous opportunities to create
lesson plans and workbooks in those other classes. I had to be creative and address all the needs
of building a curriculum and workbooks for an ELL. It was such an enjoyable and fun process
that I wanted to get started right away. I wanted to start with the workbook first then write the
thesis but I had to compile more research and data to make sure that the workbook was finetuned and reflected the most current literature.
I started the project on August 24, and I developed my proposal to turn it in on August 31.
I then started to work on Chapter I to develop the statement of the problem, purpose of the
project, the theoretical framework, and significant of the project. Chapter 1 was due on
September 14, after which I started to work on Chapter 2. Chapter 2 is the literature review, and I
had to determine the three most relevant themes for my project. My three themes that I focus on
are ELL, Math Skills, and Multicultural Education. Chapter 2 was due on October 5, and after
that I immediately started to work on my project that I was enthusiastic to create.
My project is a workbook for students and consists of 39 pages with six lessons:
Repeated Addition, Make Equal Groups, Make an Array, Use a Number Line, 1 Digit by 1 Digit
and 2 Digit by 1 Digit. The format of the workbook is outlined with the 5 E’s strategy: Engage,
Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate.
To engage the students at the beginning of each lesson the students are presented with a
vocabulary word and are prompted to complete a vocabulary quad with their partner. I
implemented this strategy because students need to comprehend the vocabulary in order to
develop their comprehension skills in content areas. The students explore with the teacher as
whole class first through guided practice. Then, they get to work with their partner to practice the
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skill. In order for the students to explain their thinking they get to work independently in order to
practice the skill and check for understanding by asking them how did they solve the problem.
The process of having the students elaborate and evaluate is by having them work with their
group to practice the skill. I also implemented accountable talk prompts such as Turn and Talk
with a partner and groups. I used this strategy because students need to be able to express their
ideas out loud in order to better build comprehension and practice oral language development.

The Project
The project in its entirety can be found in the appendix.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Currently, the state of California has 1,332,405 students from grades k-12 who speak a
language other than English at home (Caledfacts, 2016). Overall, there is an achievement gap of
two-three years in reading and math skills for fifth grade ELL (Henry, Nistor, & Baltes, 2014).
This is of concern to me as a fifth grade teacher. This knowledge automatically prompted me to
try and make the content accessible to all of my students. The content was too hard for the
students and that the curriculum did not provide all students with universal access (Den Brok &
Van Eerde, 2010). I found that my students’ developmental language and math skills contributed
to a lack of engagement during math time. I quickly realized that a significant problem that is
arising in public schools is the lack of engagement from students during math instruction. These
three factors play a role in the wide achievement gaps between ELL (English Language
Learners) and Native English speakers: 1) developmental English Language skills (SotoHinman, 2012) and 2) developmental math skills (Starkey, Aber, & Johnston 2016), both of
which result in 3) a lack of student engagement in math (Attard, 2014).
The purpose of my project is to address the achievement gap in language and math skills
for fifth grade ELL students by providing an engaging curriculum. The workbook that I
developed reviews the basic skills of multiplication to help address the achievement gap in math.
Once the students have a strong foundation in multiplication then the division skills will transfer
over and that will solidify the basis for fifth grade math content standards. Language and math
skills go hand in hand now that the new common core state standards and eight mathematical
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practices have been developed (Henry, Nistor, & Baltes, 2014). Now students are not only asked
to solve the math problem, but also explain how they solved it. This is a leading problem when it
pertains to ELL students. Now, not only reading and writing is difficult but also math (Balfanz &
Byrnes, 2006).
Language and math skills are very important components, and if the students get farther
behind it will have long lasting effects (Huang, 2015). In fifth grade, students are required to use
their language skills, writing skills and knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division to solve problems (Marks, 2010). Every year the content builds off of each other and if
the problem is not addressed in fifth grade then the problem will remain a cycle and affect them
in middle school and high school.
The project is important because ELLs who are in the fifth grade and have low language
and/or math skills will only continue to fall more and more behind on the achievement gap,
especially if they are not engaged (Herrera & Chengfu, 2017). My project will help address the
achievement gap so that all students have universal access to the content standards (Huang,
2015). When students have access to the content, then it will increase engagement.
The workbook that I developed reviews the basic skills of multiplication. At first I
wanted my workbook to focus on multiplication and division and skills, but I realized that I was
not going to have enough time to focus on both workbooks, so I chose to focus on multiplication.
Also, I realized that the foundation of middle school math skills (5-8th grade) is multiplication.
Children learn how to multiply in third grade and it is a third grade standard. Students have one
year to build an understanding of multiplication that will greatly affect them in the future years.
This is where teachers, students and parents tend to overlook the significance. The attitude
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towards learning multiplication is seen as a nonchalant factor. The difference between second to
third grade is drastic because now the SBAC is administered starting in third grade. The amount
of rigor and conceptual understanding that the students need to be learning is not being
acknowledged. This attitude is continued in fourth grade and this is the reason why students are
coming into fifth grade not ready for the content standards. Then, you receive push back from
students, parent and administration because now it’s seen as a problem.
This is why I decided to focus on multiplication in order to ease the shock of students.
My class this year and last year struggled to engage in math because it was above their heads.
Last year, the only multiplication review I implemented was the 5 minute timed tests that they
took everyday. That strategy really surprised my students and their parents because in their mind
they thought they knew how to multiply and it was a rude awakening for most of them. A new
strategy that I implemented this year is a multiplication clip chart. Every time they pass a math
fact they more their clip up to the next math fact. Once they pass 2-12 facts they get to come to
an ice cream party to celebrate their accomplishment. This system that I started is a clear visual
and reminder of where they are and where they need to be. I see that the system is encouraging
for my students this year.
Through this process I have learned developing a curriculum is a time consuming process
and required a lot of patience and dedication to my subject. I had to do a lot of research to get my
thoughts and ideas pinpointed in order to start my project. When I decided on my project I
wanted to get started right away because I was excited to get started. Even though this was a
difficult project I really enjoyed working on it and it didn't seem strenuous. At the moment I am
currently teaching full time as a fifth grade teacher and at times it was difficult to manage my
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time in order to meet certain deadlines of the project. But my dedication and strive to help ELL
in the process of developing their language skills to better support them in mathematics was a
subject that I held close to my heart. If I had chosen a different subject I don’t believe it would
have a fun process to conquer. I work with ELLs all day and I know and see what they need on a
daily basis. I know that even though most of my students come into fifth grade below grade level
in language and math skills, I still see potential in all my students. I view every student with the
potential to grow and prosper regardless of where they start and end throughout the year.
It was really important for me to make sure that the project could be used with my
students at the moment right now. I wanted to hone in on the problems and issues that I have
right now with my current students. After, reflecting on my class’s performance from last year
and my current student’s performance this year I concluded that my students need additional
support with their multiplication and division facts. I wanted the project to have a fun vibe and
thus I made the workbook fun, bright and visually appealing. I used super heros as my theme
because I want students to feel like they are incredible no matter where they are in life. I also
wanted it to be visually appealing for the students so I added relatable graphics like donuts,
popcorn or fish to engage students and make it relatable.
I wish that I was not working in order to take my time and dedicate to the project full
time. It was really difficult as a second year teacher, but without working I would not have been
able to gather my inspiration for my project. At first I wanted to have three more lessons of
multiplication to my workbook but I decided to scale back due to time. I was going to add how to
multiply a two digit by a two digit, how to multiply decimals and how to multiply fractions. I
wanted the workbook to cover the breadth of multiplication from third to fifth grade in order to
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have a supplemental resource for fifth grade teachers. I soon realized that the fifth grade
curriculum that teachers already have, will cover those standards and the purpose of my project
was to revisit the basic foundation of multiplication, rather than go through a full year of fifth
grade math content.
Recommendations

The primary goal of the workbook is to address fifth grade ELL’s language skills in order
to close the achievement gap in math by providing meaningful and interactive oral language
development. The workbook is intended to be used a supplement for teachers, students and
parents who would like their child to review basic multiplication skills. The workbook is not
intended to replace the main curriculum that teachers use but rather a supplement to use with a
whole class or small group instruction. The workbook is intended to work with a partner
arrangement and group arrangement. In the workbook there are explicit instructions for the
students to turn and talk to their partner and to work with their group. The purpose being is that
ELL need to develop their oral language development. Once they can process what they learned
out loud it will build conceptual understanding.
When I began this project, I outlined many additional units and plans that I hoped to
include in the curriculum. Due to the limitations of the one-semester timeline, I prioritized
making my workbook centered around multiplication skills. I decided to change my idea for two
reasons: I was not going to have enough time and multiplication is the foundation for division.
Additional units that I planned to include, and that I recommend as extensions of this curriculum
include: What is division? This was going to be my second chapter in my workbook. In the
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chapter I was going to explain: repeated subtraction, equal groups, array, number line, 1 digit by
1 digit, 1 digit by 2 digit, 1 digit by 3 digit, 2 digit by 3 digit, 2 digit by 4 digit, divide decimals
and divide fractions.
These additional lessons would have dived into basic division skills for students to grasp
a better understanding of division. What I realized was that multiplication is the inverse of
division and vice versa. If the students have a solid foundation in multiplication then learning
how to divide will be a breeze. I wanted to make sure that I focused on what was most important
and make the lessons as detailed as possible so that students can quickly build conceptual
understanding. I would recommend that if someone is interested in diving into division that they
use my outline.
The outline of the lessons that I developed is a scope from third to fifth grade. I started
off the chapter with repeated subtraction because students need to learn that division is
subtraction but with larger numbers. Then, they go into equal groups and learn that you need to
make sure you have the same amount in each group. Next, students learn how use an array to
help them divide so that they can visualize what is happening to the numbers. Also, they can
learn how to use a number line to count backwards. Once they learn the basic skills they can
apply it to learning their facts 1 digit by 1 digit. I would stop the chapter at this point because
whether you are teaching fourth grade the math curriculum that you have will teach them how to
divide 1 digit by 2 digit. Whether you are in fifth grade the math curriculum will have lessons on
how to divide 1 digit by 3 digit, 2 digit by 3 digit, 2 digit by 4 digit, divide decimals and divide
fractions.
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It is my hope that this project serves to inspire teachers to find ways to support ELL in
any aspect. Whether it be math, science, history or reading: to research ways to make content
areas accessible. Every student needs access and equity in order to preserve in education and
with the help and support of all educators, we can get all students where they need to be.
As of right now, the workbook is available in electronic form and will eventually be
uploaded on the website teacherspayteachers.com website to receive feedback on the usefulness
of the product.
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APPENDIX

Multiplication for Big Kids

Multiplication
for
Big Kids

2

What is Multiplication?
Lesson 1

Repeated Addition

pg. 3

Lesson 2

Make Equal Groups

pg. 8

Lesson 3

Make an Array

pg. 15

Lesson 4

Use a Number Line

pg. 20

Lesson 5

1 Digit by 1 Digit

pg. 26

Lesson 6

2 Digit by 1 Digit

pg. 33

.

3

Lesson 1: Repeated Addition

Repeated Addition: Adding numbers again and
again.

What is
Repeated
Addition?

4

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for
vocabulary word with your partner.

5

Example 1: Write how many.

There are

groups.

There are

in each group.

You can Add.
You can Multiply.

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 2: Write how many.
There are

groups.

There are

in each group.

You can Add.
You can Multiply.

6

Directions: Write how many.

1.

2.

7

Directions: Work with your group. Write how many.

1.

8

Lesson 2: Make Equal Groups

Equal Groups: Have the same amount of
items.

3x3 can be read as “3 groups of 3”. We can draw
this by making equal groups.

3x3=9

OR

3+3+3=9

9

What are Equal
Groups?

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary word with your partner.

10

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

1.
_____

_____

____

_____

_____

____

2.

11

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

_____

_____

____

12

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

1.

_____

_____

____

13

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

2.

_____

_____

____

3.

_____

_____

____

14

Directions: Work with your group. Write a multiplication
sentence to solve the model.

1.

_____

_____

____

15

Lesson 3: Make an Array
Array: Objects put in rows or columns.

What is an
Array?

16

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the vocabulary
word with your partner.

17

Directions: Color in each array.

1.

3x3=9

3.

2.

3x4=12

4.

2x4=8

4x5=20

18

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Color in each array.

4x4=16

c

2x5=10

Directions: Color in each array.
1.

_x5=15

2. _x4=12
c

19

Directions: Work with your group. Color in the array.

1.

_x6=24

c

20

Lesson 4: Use a Number Line
Number line: A line of numbers starting from 0-100
used to multiply.

How can you use an
array to multiply?

21

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary word with your partner.

c

22

Directions: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.

1.

2x2=_

c

2.

2x4=

23

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.

4x4=

3x3=

24

Directions: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.

1.

2x7=

2.

3x6=

25

Directions: Work with your group. Use the number line to
multiply. Draw the “HOPS”.

1.

2x9=

Directions: Talk with your group.
How did you solve
the problem?

26

Lesson 5: 1 Digit by 1 Digit
Factor: the numbers you use to multiply to get another
number
Product: the answer to a multiplication problem

Factors

Product

What are factors?
What is a product?

27

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary words with your partner.

28

Directions: Use the Multiplication Table to multiply.

1. 5x7=_

2. 4x4= _

3. 3x9=_

4. 9x9= _

5. 4x7=_

6. 2x5= _

7. 8x8=_

8. 7x7=_

9. 6x2=_

10. 3x4=_

11. 5x6=_

12. 7x8=_

29

Directions: Work with your partner. Use the
Multiplication table to multiply.

1. 2x2=_ 2. 2x3=_ 3. 2x4=_ 4. 2x5=_
5. 2x6=_ 6. 2x7=_ 7. 2x8=_ 8. 2x9=_

30

Directions: Use the Multiplication table to multiply.

31

Directions: Work with your group. Use the
Multiplication table to multiply.

1. 6x2=_

2. 6x3=_

3. 6x4=_

4. 6x5=_

5. 6x6=_

6. 6x7=_

7. 6x8=_

8. 6x9=_

9. 6x10=_

10. 7x2=_

11. 7x3=_

12. 7x4=_

32

How did you solve
the problems?

First,_______________________________________________.
Next,_______________________________________________.
Then,_______________________________________________.
Last,_______________________________________________.

33

Lesson 6: 2 Digit by 1 Digit
Area Model: a box used to help you multiply

5 Steps!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make an area model
Break up 13 into 10 + 3
Multiply 4 X 10 = 40
Multiply 4 x 3 = 12
Add 40 + 12 = 52

34

What is an
Area Model?

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary words with your partner.

35

Directions: Use the Area Model to multiply.
Example 1: 14 x 5
v

v

Example 1: 21 x 5

v

v

36

Directions: Work with your partner. Use the Area Model
to multiply.
1. 17 x 2

v

v

1. 25 x 2
v

v

37

Directions: Use the Area Model to multiply.
1. 18 x 4
v

v

2. 27 x 4
v

v

38

Directions: Work with your group. Use the Area Model to
multiply.
1. 43 x 9
v

v

2. 57 x 9
v

v

39

How did you solve the
problem?

First,_______________________________________________.
Next,_______________________________________________.
Then,_______________________________________________.
Last,_______________________________________________.

1

Multiplication
for
Big Kids
Teacher Guide

2

What is Multiplication?
Lesson 1

Repeated Addition

pg. 3

Lesson 2

Make Equal Groups

pg. 8

Lesson 3

Make an Array

pg. 15

Lesson 4

Use a Number Line

pg. 20

Lesson 5

1 Digit by 1 Digit

pg. 26

Lesson 6

2 Digit by 1 Digit

pg. 33

.

3

Lesson 1: Repeated Addition

Repeated Addition: Adding numbers again and
again.

What is
Repeated
Addition?
*Adding numbers again and again

4

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for
vocabulary word with your partner.

*2+2+2+=6

*adding numbers
again and again

*Repeated Addition

I will use repeated addition to multiply.

multiplication

5

Example 1: Write how many.

There are

42

groups.

There are

3

in each group.

You can Add.

2

2

2

You can Multiply.

2

3

6

6

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 2: Write how many.
There are

2

groups.

There are

4

in each group.

You can Add.

2

You can Multiply.

2

2

2
4

2
8

8

6

Directions: Write how many.

1.

2

2

2

2
5

2

2

10

2.

2
2

2

4
2

4

10

7

Directions: Work with your group. Write how many.

1.

3
3

3

3
4

3
12

12

8

Lesson 2: Make Equal Groups

Equal Groups: Have the same amount of
items.

3x3 can be read as “3 groups of 3”. We can draw
this by making equal groups.

3x3=9

OR

3+3+3=9

9

What are Equal
Groups?

*Have the same amount of items

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary word with your partner.

*Have the same amount
XX

of items

XX

*Equal Groups
*I need equal groups of
cupcakes for my friends.

Repeated addition

10

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

1.
_____

2

_____

2

____

4

2
_____

4
_____

8
____

2.

11

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

5

_____

3

_____

15
____
5

12

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

1.

3

_____

3

_____

9

____

13

Directions: Write a multiplication sentence to solve the
model.

2.

6

_____

2

_____

12

____

3.

2

_____

2

4

_____

____

14

Directions: Work with your group. Write a multiplication
sentence to solve the model.

1.

4
_____

4
_____

16
____

15

Lesson 3: Make an Array
Array: Objects put in rows or columns.

What is an
Array?

*Objects put in rows or columns

16

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the vocabulary
word with your partner.

*Objects put in rows
or columns
X

X

X

X

X

X
Array

*I can make an array to help with multiplication.

*Equal groups, repeated addition

17

Directions: Color in each array.

1.

3x3=9

3.

2.

3x4=12

4.

2x4=8

4x5=20

18

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Color in each array.

4x4=16

c

2x5=10

Directions: Color in each array.
1.

_x5=15

2. _x4=12
c

19

Directions: Work with your group. Color in the array.

1.

_x6=24

c

20

Lesson 4: Use a Number Line
Number line: A line of numbers starting from 0-100
used to multiply.

How can you use an
*A line of
array to multiply?
numbers
starting
from

21

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary word with your partner.

*A line of numbers
starting from
0-100 used to
multiply

c
*A number line can help my multiply.

*Array, repeated addition

22

Directions: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.

1.

2x2=_4

c

2.

2x4=_8

23

Directions: Work with your partner.
Example 1: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.
16
4x4=_

3x3=_9

24

Directions: Use the number line to multiply. Draw the
“HOPS”.

1.

2.

2x7=_14

18

3x6=_

25

Directions: Work with your group. Use the number line to
multiply. Draw the “HOPS”.

1.

2x9=_18

Directions: Talk with your group.

How did you solve
the problem?
* Answers will vary

26

Lesson 5: 1 Digit by 1 Digit

Factor: the numbers you use to multiply to get another
number
Product: the answer to a multiplication problem

Factors

Product

What are factors?
What is a product?

*the numbers you use to multiply to get
another number
*the answer to a multiplication problem

27

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary words with your partner.

28

Directions: Use the Multiplication Table to multiply.

1. 5x7=35
_

2. 4x4= 16
_

3. 3x9=_27

4. 9x9= 81
_

5. 4x7=_28

6. 2x5= 10
_

7. 8x8=_64

8. 7x7=_49

9. 6x2=_12

10. 3x4=_12

11. 5x6=_30

12. 7x8=_56

29

Directions: Work with your partner. Use the
Multiplication table to multiply.

4
6
8
10
1. 2x2=_
2. 2x3=_
3. 2x4=_
4. 2x5=_
12
14
16
18
5. 2x6=_
6. 2x7=_
7. 2x8=_
8. 2x9=_

30

Directions: Use the Multiplication table to multiply.

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

31

Directions: Work with your group. Use the
Multiplication table to multiply.

1. 6x2=_12

2. 6x3=_12

3. 6x4=_12

12
4. 6x5=_

5. 6x6=_12

6. 6x7=_12

8. 6x9=_12

9. 6x10=_12

7. 6x8=_12
10. 7x2=_

12

12

11. 7x3=_

12

12. 7x4=_

32

How did you solve
the problems?

*Answers may vary
First,_______________________________________________.

Next,_______________________________________________.
Then,_______________________________________________.
Last,_______________________________________________.

33

Lesson 6: 2 Digit by 1 Digit
Area Model: a box used to help you multiply

5 Steps!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make an area model
Break up 13 into 10 + 3
Multiply 4 X 10 = 40
Multiply 4 x 3 = 12
Add 40 + 12 = 53

34

What is an
Area Model?
*A box used to help you multiply

Directions: Complete a Vocabulary Quad for the
vocabulary words with your partner.

*A box used to help
you multiply

Area Model

I used an area model to help
my multiply.
*array, repeated addition

35

Directions: Use the Area Model to multiply.
Example 1: 14 x 5
10
5

v

50

50

4

20

20

v

100
0

Example 1: 21 x 5
20

5

v

100

100

v

5

25

25

125

36

Directions: Work with your partner. Use the Area Model
to multiply.
1. 17 x 2

10

2

7

v

20

20

14

14

v

34

1. 25 x 2
20

2

v

40

40

v

5

10

10

50

37

Directions: Use the Area Model to multiply.
1. 18 x 4
10

4

8

v

40

40

32

32

v

72

2. 27 x 4
20

4

v

80

80

7

28

v

28

108

38

Directions: Work with your group. Use the Area Model to
multiply.
1. 43 x 9

40

9

3

v

360

360

27

27

v

38
7

2. 57 x 9
50

9

v

450

450

v

7

63

63

513

39

How did you solve the
problem?

*Answers may vary
First,_______________________________________________.

Next,_______________________________________________.
Then,_______________________________________________.
Last,_______________________________________________.

